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A career or life question that has
been following you around…

Write it down… (you will revisit this later)

Poll question
What applies most for you, I came to this webinar
because…
1. I have prior knowledge of Career Writing
2. I want to offer my students and clients more
3. My intuition told me
4. Other
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Poll question
What industry are you working in?
1. Education (K‐12)
2. Higher Education
3. In the private sector
4. As a consultant to a variety of clients

Key challenges of our time
 Individualization
 Insecurity
 Complexity

Result: Boundaryless career –
“risk society”
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Employers want people who are
 Proactive
 Creative
 Relational

Having self‐direction is key and requires
self‐reflection…however…

“It will be a powerful catalyst to step back and identify
the unique capabilities can harness as humans to
differentiate ourselves, such as curiosity, imagination,
creativity and emotional and social intelligence – the
things the school system is doing a bad job of nurturing
and developing in us.” John Hagel, Co‐chairman Centre
for the Edge, Deloitte
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Poll question
How would you define self‐reflection?
1. Reflection on activities I’ve undertaken.
2. Reflection on what I’m good at and the job market
3. Looking at myself from the inside out
4. Looking at myself from the inside out and from the
outside in

Ideas about career guidance are stuck in the
20th century with a fringe of 21st century
“please learn to reflect” thrown in…
 Simplistic notions and techniques around “matching” talents/skills to
existing work still dominate career counselling and guidance practice
 Educators know that self‐reflection is important for cultivating self‐
direction but they often don’t know what it is and if they do, don’t
know how to get their students to “do it”
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This is not about making an “informed (career) choice” but
about cultivating your “warm inner compass” (getting an
internal dialogue going that allows you to guide, nudge,
adjust your course as you go along.)
Self‐reflection is the process of learning to understand one’s
self in relation to others and the environment in a way that is
both felt and includes conscious thoughts. Self‐reflection
requires a ’looking inwards’ and being open to what others
reflect back to us and then checking that with ourselves
again…

How: narrative approaches
“Career Writing”
Creative, expressive and reflective writing
exercises that help people to develop an internal
dialogue – a new story about what is alive in
them and where they want to go…
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Poll question
What do you know about Narrative
approaches to career learning
1. I know nothing about it yet
2. I know a bit about it already
3. I have tried it myself
4. I have tried it with clients

Self‐reflection almost always
begins with…
 A situation, event or (limiting) attitude
(you’re stuck, suffering, scared…)
 You have an unhelpful first story about it
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The career cards
Revisit your career or life question…
Write it down again and see if it has changed

The career card exercise

Pick one of these numbers: 1, 2, 3 or 4
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Contact information
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www.writingtheself.ca
Presentation based on research by
Reinekke Lengelle & Frans Meijers
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